Transformation of nonlinear behaviors: from bright- to dark-gap soliton in a one-dimensional photonic crystal containing a nonlinear indefinite metamaterial defect.
Nonlinear propagation characteristics are investigated theoretically in a one-dimensional photonic band-gap structure doped with a nonlinear indefinite metamaterial defect for five distinct frequency intervals. It is found from the electric field distribution that there exists the bright gap solitonlike when the nonlinear indefinite metamaterial defect is a cut-off medium, while the dark gap solitonlike can appear in the nonlinear never cut-off defect layer. It is also found that there exists corresponding bistable lateral shift the properties of which are strongly dependent on the permittivity and permeability of nonlinear indefinite metamaterials. Moreover, in contrast to the switch-down threshold value, the switch-up threshold value is more sensitive to the incident frequency.